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ABSTRACT 
The following commutator identity is proved: 
[u(S’), u(S)1 = [ds*>, G>l 
Here S is the n by n matrix of the truncated shift operator S = (6,. ) + ,), i = 0, 1, , 
n - 1, and u, o are two polynomials of degree not exceeding n. The reciprocal 
polynomial f, of a polynomial f of degree < n is defined by f,(z) = ~“f(l/~), The 
commutator identity is closely related to some properties of the Bezoutian matrix of a 
pair of polynomials; it is used to obtain the Bezoutian matrix in the form of a simple 
expression in terms of S and S*. To demonstrate the advantage of this expression, we 
show how it can be used to obtain simple proofs of some interesting corollaries. 
INTRODUCTION 
Not long ago N. J. Young and the present author [5,6] succeeded in 
obtaining a considerable simplification as well as a generalization of the 
classical Schur-Cohn criterion for the number of zeros of a polynomial inside 
and outside the unit circle. There were two factors of decisive importance 
which made this possible. One was the use of a simple identity which reduces 
the amount of algebraic manipulations to a minimum; the second was the 
explicit form in which the Schur-Cohn matrix was expressed-a form which 
made the subsequent use of the identity as well as the generalization quite 
natural and plausible. The present note is similar in spirit: an explicit matrix 
expression is given and its usefulness demonstrated. 
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There has recently been a revival of interest in the classical notion of a 
Bezoutian, mainly because of its importance for control theory. 
Given two polynomials 
f(2) = U() + ulz + . . . + unz”, 
g(z) = b, + b,z + . . . + h,,,z”’ 
(we assume a,, # 0 and m < n), it is not difficult to find explicit formulae for 
the entries of a matrix mlk (the Bezoutian matrix of fand g) such that 
c 7nikZ,wk = f(zk(w) - dt)dw) 
0 i i, k < )I 1 w-z 
In fact 
where the summation index r ranges over the interval 0 < r < min(p, q), and 
ArS = a r 15, - a ,h,. We believe, however, that it is useful to have an explicit 
formula in terms of shift operators, which presents this notion in a different 
light, establishing interesting connections with companion matrices. 
The explicit expression given below provides a somewhat better insight 
into the structure of the Bezoutian matrix. To illustrate this we give, in 
Section 2, a proof of a formula reducing Bezoutians to companion matrices. 
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
We shall be dealing with n by n matrices, the rows and columns being 
indexed by 0, 1, . . . , n - 1. Matrices will be identified with linear operators on 
C”, the linear space of all column vectors (x,, . . . ,xn_ l)T. 
Given two operators A, B, we denote by [A, B] the commutator 
[A,B]=AB-BA. 
We denote bye,,..., e,, i the standard basis vectors 
ea=(l,O,O ,..., O)‘, 
e,=(O,l,O ,..., O)‘, 
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The following abbreviations will also be used 
E,, = e,,e,*, 
E j = eieT. 
We shall denote by S the (backward) shift operator 
s= 
and by J the flip operator 
0 1 0 ..- 0 
0 0 1 ... 0 
. . . . . . 
(f) 0 (j . . . ; 
0 0 0 ... 0 
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so that J2 = I and JSJ= 9, the forward shift. The forward shift S* takes a 
vector (rO,...,Xn_i)r into (0,x, ,...,a~,_~)~, justifying thus its name; in a 
similar manner, for matrices, premultiplication by S* may be described as 
follows: If ra,r,,...,r”&, are the rows of a matrix A, then S*A has rows 
o,r, ,..., r,_,. Similarly, if cc, cl, . . . , cn 1 are the columns of A, then AS has 
columns 0, c,, . . . ,cnp2. 
To clarify the meaning with which we shall take the expressions generat- 
ing matrix and generating function: Given a polynomial p(z, w) of two 
variables of degree not exceeding n - 1 in each of the two variables, its 
coefficients may be arranged in a matrix such that 
This matrix will be called the generating matrix of p. In a similar manner the 
generating function of a matrix M is defined as 
Cmikzkwi. 
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It is sometimes convenient to reinterpret operations on matrices in terms of 
the corresponding transformations to be performed on the respective generat- 
ing functions. 
The following particular case of this correspondence will be repeatedly 
used in the sequel. In view of what has been said above about S*, premultipli- 
cation by S* is equivalent, in terms of the generating functions, to multiplying 
the generating function by w and deleting the terms with w”. In an analogous 
manner, postmultiplication by S amounts to the same as multiplying the 
generating function by z and keeping only the terms where the exponent of ~1 
does not exceed n - 1. 
If fis a polynomial of degree n, we define f, as follows: 
Given two polynomials f, g as above, we define the Bezoutian matrix of 
the pair f, g as the generating matrix of the polynomial 
f(zk(w) - dn)f(w) ; 
W-Z 
the polynomial itself will be called the Bezoutian of f and g. 
2. COMMUTATORS AND BEZOUTIANS 
Commutators of different powers of S and S* will play an important role 
in the sequel. We begin by proving a general identity connecting commuta- 
tors of polynomials in S and S*. We shall only use a particular case of it 
afterwards, but the formula seems to be interesting in its own right. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let f and g be two polynomials of degree < n. Then 
[f(S”>, g,(S)1 = [g(s*), fiW1~ 
Proof Clearly it suffices to prove the identity 
[y, s*q = [y-p, s*“-q] 
for 0 < p, 4 < n. Furthermore, we may limit ourselves to the case P 2 4. 
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Indeed, suppose the identity proved for p 2 q. If p < q, we have 
[sq,s*p] = -J[sp,s*Q]J 
= - J[S-7, s*“lpP]J= [,y-_p, pm]. 
Eliminating trivial cases, it will be sufficient to prove the identity in the case 
l<q<p<n--1. 
It is easy to verify, under this assumption, the identity 
SvpP = s*P-qsPs*P. 
indeed, both sides equal I,_, ~ i ~ n_q_ lEi, i +q_p. Using this identity, we 
obtain 
[ sq, s*p] = sqs*p - fj*psq 
= sQs*17’s*Pp4 - s*P-“s*“sq 
= s*P-s(sPs*P - s*y) 
= S*p-q { E, + . . . + En_p_l - (E, + . . . + E,_,)} 
=s*p-‘J E,+ ..e +Eq_l-(E,_p+ ... +E,_, 1 11 
= S*(n-q)-(n~p)(Sn~qS*n-q - p-PSn-P) 
Since n - p < n - q, the last expression is nothing more than [S”-p, S*“Pq]. 
n 
The following proposition is based on similar considerations. It expresses 
the Bezoutian matrix as a function of S and S*, a form which seems to give 
more insight into the structure of the matrix, and the usefulness of which will 
be demonstrated in the last section. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let f be a polynomial of degree n, and g a polynomial 




muy be expressed in each of the following forms: 
{ f(s*)g,(s) - g(s*)f,(s)~J~ (1) 
J{ f(S)g,(S*) - g(Wl(s*))~ (1’) 
{g,(S)f(S*) - f,(S)g(S*)M (2) 
J{ g,(S*)f(S) - fXs*)g(s)). (2’) 
Proof. We observe first that (1’) may be obtained from (1) using the 
relations JSJ = S* and J2 = I. In a similar manner (2’) is an immediate 
consequence of (2) which, in its turn, may be deduced from (1) and the 
commutator identity proved above. 
Thus it will be sufficient to prove (1); furthermore, in view of the linearity 
of B( f, .), it suffices to prove, for each 0 < k < n - 1, the identity 
B(f, 4 = { f(S*)sn-k - s*“f,(s)}J. 
It will be convenient to introduce a name for the projection operator in 
the space of polynomials p(z, w) obtained by deleting the terms divisible by 






To find the matrix whose generating function is 
&{f(z)w”-;“f(w)), 
we rewrite first the last expression in the form 
pf(z) - f(w) Wk + pf(w) Wk - Zk 
W-Z w-2. 
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If f is the polynomial 
f(z)=a,+a,z+ ... +u,zn 
then the generating matrix for 
f(z) - f(w) 
W-Z 
is obviously the Hankel matrix H, where 
Now H may be written in the form H = fi(S)J or, using the relation JSJ = S*, 
H = J( Jfi( s)J) = If@*). 
Since multiplication by w amounts to the same as premultiplication of the 
generating matrix by 9, it follows that the generating matrix for 
,fWfWWk 
W-Z 
is the matrix - S*kH = - S*kfi(S)J The matrix corresponding to 
Wk _ zk -= c .ZSWWt 
w--z 
s+t=k-1 
is a Hankel matrix which may be written as S nP kJ. Since multiplication by w 
is equivalent to shifting the matrix one row down and this may be accom- 
plished, in its turn, by premultiplication by S*, we see that f(S*)Sn-kJ is the 
matrix whose generating function is 
The proof is complete. l 
Although we know already that the formulae (2) and (2’) are equivalent to 
that just proved, it might be of some interest to point out how they could be 
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obtained directly. We rewrite the Bezoutian, this time, in the form 
f(z) Wk - Zk I zkfb;-_~w' 
W-Z 
and find that the corresponding matrix expression is 
Sn-kJf(S) - j&q/Sk; 
this time we use multiplications by Z, which correspond to postmultiplications 
by S. Shifting J to the right yields the formula (2). 
Bezoutian matrices are obviously symmetric. This fact finds its reflection 
in the explicit formulae as follows. If we compute the transpose of the first 
expression for the Bezoutian matrix, we obtain 
({ f(S*)g,(S) - g(S*)f,(S)l.UT = J{g,(S*MS) - f,(S*)g(S)), 
which is nothing more than (2’), in other words, the matrix we started from. 
3. AN APPLICATION 
In this section we intend to illustrate the usefulness of the explicit formula 
by showing how it may be used to express the Bezoutian in terms of the 
companion matrix. The corresponding formula is due to S. Bamett [l], who 
obtained it by direct matrix calculations using the explicit expressions for the 
entries. The present approach seems to have the advantage of being some- 
what more conceptual. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let f be a polynomial 
f(z) = a, + a,z + . . f + an_lzn-l + .zn, 
and let C be its companion matrix 
10 1 
C= 
I 1 --aa . . . -a,-, / 
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If g is any polynomial of degree < n, then 
B(ft g) = B( f,l)g(C). 
Proof. Since B( f, .) is linear, it suffices to prove, for 0 < k < n - 1, the 
relation 
B( f, zk)C = B( f, Zk-tl) 
or the equivalent relation 
&JCJ= &+r, 
where B, stands for the product B( f, zk)J. Since JCJ = S* - S-‘f(S*), the 
relation to be proved assumes the following form: 
{ f(S*)SnPk - S*kfi(S)} {S* - S”-‘f(S*)} = Bk+l. 
Since fi(S)S”-’ = SnP1, we have 
Bk.JC] = FS”-kS* - PkF,S* + S*kS”- lF, 
where we abbreviate f(S*) = F, fi(S) = F,. It fobws that 
&&I-B,,, = FS"-kS* _ FSn-k-l _ S*kF,S*+ S*k+‘& + S&S”-‘F 
=FS”Pk-‘(SS*-l)-S*k[Fr,S*]+S*kSnPIF. 
Since sS* _ l= _ S*n-lSn-l and Sn-k~lS*n~lSn-l= S*kSnpl, we obtain 
B/&l - B,, 1 =S*k[S”P1,F]-S*k[Fl,S*], 
and this is zero according to the general commutator result. This completes 
the proof. W 
REMARK 1. Of course, we do not use the full strength of the commutator 
identity-the particular case which we need here may be proved in two lines 
as follows. 
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To prove the identity 
we observe first that 
[s-l, f(S”)] = 1 aj[Y1's*q 
j= 0 
t1 ~ 1 
= C “j(EO,n l-j-En-j-l.n-l)’ 
j=l 
At the same time 
[fi(s),s*] = ; aj[S”-j,S*] 
j=l 
n-1 
= C aj(s--lSS* _ s*sy-1) 
j=l 
II ~ 1 
n-l 
= j~lnj(E,S"-j-l - !Y-~-'E,_~) 
n ~ 1 
= C ~j(E”,.~j~1-E,-j-l,.~~). 
j=I 
The preceding considerations may also be used to give a simple proof of a 
known description of similarity transformations between the companion 
matrix of a polynomial and its transpose matrix. The essential fact which 
makes this possible seems to be the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose S and C are two matrices such that S and SC are 
both symmetric. Then S intertwines C and C?‘. 
Proof. Indeed, 
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Now consider two polynomials f and g with deg f = n and deg g < n, and set 
B = B( f, g), C = C(f). Being a Bezoutian matrix, B is symmetric; let us 
observe that BC is symmetric as well. This is obvious if deg g q n, since then 
BC = B( f, h) for h(z) = zg(z) by Proposition 3.1. 
If g has degree n, we argue as follows: Using the Cayley-Hamilton 
theorem, we obtain a polynomial wz of degree at most n - 1 such that 
g(C) = m(c). 
Proposition 3.1 yields then 
B(f7g)=B(fJ)g(C)=B(f,l)m(C)=B(f,m), 
which reduces the problem to the preceding case. 
Using these facts about the symmetry of Bezoutians and Lemma 3.2, it is 
easy to prove the following 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let f be a polynomial 
f(z)=a,+a,z+ ... + a,_lzn-l+zn, 
and let C be its companion matrix. For a matrix S the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) SC = CT& 
(2) S = B( f, g) for some polynomial of degree < n - 1. 
Proof. Use the preceding lemma, the symmetry of Bezoutian matrices, 
and the fact that the product BC, being another Bezoutian matrix, is 
symmetric as well. This proves the implication (2) -+ (1). 
The implication (1) + (2) seems to be a well-known fact; see e.g. [2]. It is 
based on the fact that an S satisfying (1) is determined by its last row. n 
REMARKS. It might be useful to mention, for the sake of completeness, 
the fact that g(C) has the properties of a resultant: indeed, g(C) is nonsingu- 
lar if and only if f and g are relatively prime. This is an immediate 
consequence of the spectral mapping theorem 
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valid for any matrix M. Thus 0 E o(g( M)) if and only if 0 E g(a( M)); the first 
inclusion means that g(M) is singular, the second the existence of a A E a(M) 
for which g(h) = 0. If we take for M a matrix whose spectrum is that off, we 
obtain the assertion. 
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